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Abstract: The existence of life on a free-floating planet is conditioned by the existence of an optically thick atmo-
sphere. This may ensure the long-term thermal stability of a (liquid) solvent on the surface of that body.
Requirements to be fulfilled by a hypothetic gas constituent of a free-floating planet atmosphere are stud-
ied. The four gases analyzed here (nitrogen, carbon dioxide, methane and ethane) are candidates. They
may induce a higher opacity than molecular hydrogen, which has been considered in previous research.
The paper deals with preparation of tables of Rosseland mean opacity values. Selection of the ranges of
temperature and pressure is guided by life existence considerations. The range of temperatures involved
(50 to 650 K) is lower than usually found in the literature. The tables may be useful for studies related to
free-floating planets, where the usage of absorption opacity is a straightforward way to compute the energy
flux in the atmosphere. Also, the results are useful in all cases where radiation is transferred through dense
layers of the gases considered in this paper.
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1. Introduction

A fundamental question refers to the existence of extrater-restrial life. Shapley raised the issue of “stray plan-ets” [1, 2] and seems to be the first who referred to thepossibility of favorable life conditions on these celes-tial bodies [3]. Stevenson identified a set of conditionswhich may ensure the existence of life on Jovian typefree-floating planets [4]. His seminal study provides justa semi-qualitative solution and more involved research
∗E-mail: badescu@theta.termo.pub.ro

is necessary. Also, the question of life conditions onterrestrial-type free-floating planets remains open.Terrestrial life uses water as a solvent. The biochemistryon Earth exploits the distinction between polar molecules,which are soluble in water, and nonpolar molecules, whichare not [5]. Chemistries that might support life in non-aqueous solvents are also conceptually possible [5]. How-ever, the existence of a solvent seems to be a pre-requisitewhen searching conditions for extra-terrestrial life. In-deed, a liquid phase facilitates chemical reactions. As asolvent, a liquid allows dissolved reactants to encountereach other at rates that are higher than the rates of en-counter between species in a solid. Also, a solvent pro-vides for life a medium that has some degree of constancy
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relative to the spectrum of possible environments. In liquidwater, for example, the temperature must lie between 273and 373 K at typical pressures. Other physical parame-ters that influence reaction rates (such as the dielectricconstant) are also within specific ranges. Chemical reac-tions in gas and solid phases have disadvantages relativeto those in the liquid phase [5].In the case of free-floating planets, which do not receiveenergy from an external source, keeping (for reasonablylong time) a solvent in liquid state requires an opticallythick atmosphere, able to diminish the loss of thermal en-ergy and, consequently, planet cooling. The energy trans-fer through the atmosphere should be mainly conductiveor radiative. Not all gases allow “reasonable” large opac-ities at the expected low temperatures. Also, an opticallydense atmosphere requires a sufficiently large planetarycore and gas mass, to be able to induce large values ofthe atmospheric pressure. However, the gas pressure onthe planet surface should be small enough to keep thegiven solvent in liquid state. These constraints, whichinter-correlate the planet mass and chemical compositionas well as the chemical and physical structure of the at-mosphere, should be considered when the chances of lifeapparition and/or maintenance are studied. For properconclusions an accurate treatment of the energy transferthrough the atmosphere is required.The models of radiative transfer in atmospheres are knownas notoriously large consumers of computing time. This ismainly the result of the complex absorption line spectrumthat most star and planetary atmospheres exhibit. Per-forming calculations of the frequency dependent opacitymay not be feasible for those atomic and molecular speciesfor which data are available containing millions of spec-tral lines. The simplest realistic possibility is to aver-age the opacity over the whole spectrum. This reducesall the information to a single number, the mean opacity.Pre-tabulated mean opacity tables are often used whenmodeling the transfer of radiation through optically thickmaterials. Interpolation in those tables is performed atthe time the opacities are required. Most applications ofmean opacities are in astrophysics, such as the interiorsof cool stars, giant planets, and disks of material formingstars and planets [6]. Better known mean opacities arethe Rosseland mean (for optically thick matter) and thePlanck mean (for optically thin matter).Radiation absorption at the large temperatures of interestin stellar physics is mainly by atoms. The discoveries ofextrasolar giant planets and brown dwarfs in 1995 raisedthe problem of radiation absorption by molecules for ratherlow atmospheric temperatures (100-3000 K) and pressures(0.1 Pa to 10 MPa), that had not been considered be-fore. Indeed, comparisons between opacities predicted by

OPAL and Opacity Project are more divergent at lowertemperatures than at high temperatures [6]. Also, the ab-sorption of radiation by molecules is generally much morecomplicated than by atoms. Many of the molecules in theatmospheres of brown dwarfs and extrasolar giant planetshad not been studied in detail before 1995 and their prop-erties are still poorly known [7]. These prompted some au-thors to report low-temperature (500 K to 30000 K) opac-ity tables [6]. Also, tables of Rosseland and Planck meanopacities were presented recently in [8] to be used in stud-
ies of the atmospheres, interiors, and evolution of planetsand brown dwarfs. It is interesting to consider that anumber of simplifying assumptions were adopted by theseauthors due to the many unknowns involved. For example,the selection of molecules is dictated by a chemistry whichis similar to a solar-composition brown dwarf and extra-solar giant planet atmospheres. Also, grain opacity hasbeen neglected. The authors noted with caution that theirresults do not apply to lower gravity environments suchas protoplanetary disks because there the condensationchemistry, and therefore the gas chemistry is significantlydifferent from that in gravitationally bound atmospheresof substellar objects [9, 10]. This may give a measure ofthe many unknowns controlling the physics of free-floatingplanets whose origin and evolution is subject to debate.
In this paper we report preparation of Rosseland meanopacity tables for four atmospheric gases at low temper-atures (70 to 650 K). Selection of the prototype atmo-spheric constituents as well as the ranges of tempera-ture and pressure is guided by life existence consider-ations. The tables may be useful for studies related tofree-floating planets, when radiative transfer dominatesconvective transfer and the usage of absorption opacity isa straightforward way to compute the energy flux in theatmosphere. The tables are equally useful in all caseswhere radiation is transferred through dense layers con-sisting of the gases considered in this paper.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 a briefintroduction to free-floating planets is given. Sec. 3 refersto free-floating planet atmospheres. In Sec. 4 one is re-minded of a few basic facts about atmospheric opacities.Sec. 5 refers to the 0th and 1st order approximations ofthe radiative transfer equation and gives a simple deriva-tion of the Rosseland mean opacity formula. Sec. 6 showsdetails about the calculation procedures, such as the de-scription of the absorption spectrum and the evaluation ofthe mean opacity. Finally, the way of employing the ta-bles of Rosseland mean values is described in Sec. 7 andconclusions are stated in Sec. 8.
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2. Free-floating planets as adobes
for life
During planet formation, rock and ice embryos may beformed and some of these may be ejected from the so-lar system as they gravitationally scatter from proto-giantplanets. Planet formation may be quite inefficient in thesense that more solid material is ejected than retained [4].Free-floating planets were mentioned as early as the midfifties and beginning of the sixties [1, 2, 11]. In Ref. [11] theauthor speculated that free-floating planets might origi-nate either around a star or in solitary fashion. Fogg [12]made the first general assessment of the existence andvariety of interstellar planets. Fogg divided these celes-tial bodies into “singular planets” (which are formed insolitary fashion) and “unbound planets” (which are formedwithin and subsequently ejected from a planetary system).This latter category was subdivided into “late-type” and“early-type” unbound planets depending on whether ejec-tion takes place from a mature solar system, or one stillin formation. Six modes of origin emerged and abundanceestimates were presented. A more recent review has beengiven in [13]. A consistent terminology has been proposedin [3] after reviewing the existing literature. Free-floatingplanets originating in interstellar space were designatedas planetars while those formed within the circumstellarspace and subsequently lost to interstellar space werecalled unbound planets. Estimates of the abundance ofthese objects suggest that planetars in the range of Jupitermass may be about as common as stars and brown dwarfs.The number of unbound planets (most of them being low-mass rock/ice planetary embryos ejected from planetarysystems in formation) may exceed the number of stars bytwo orders of magnitude [3].Free-floating planets can be detected only if they aremassive and luminous enough. This usually happens inthe case of young, hot bodies. Indeed, all the candidatesidentified so far are in young star forming regions [3].The upper mass limit of a planetary body is about 13 timesJupiter mass. Bodies below this limit cool and becomefainter with increasing age. The time for cooling dependsupon mass, internal physical and thermal structure, as wellas upon the mass and composition of the atmosphere. Forexample, models show that the temperature of a Jupitermass planet decreases from 840 K at the age of 1 My to160 K at 1 Gy [3, 14]. Since cooling has not happened inthe case of Jupiter which has an age ∼ 5 Gy it follows thatit may not happen in the case of free-floating planets ofsimilar masses. However, the problem of the cooling timeof terrestrial-mass free-floating planets remains open.A semi-qualitative model has been proposed in [4] whereit has been shown that free-floating planets may have wa-

ter oceans whose surface pressure and temperature differlittle from the conditions at the base of the Earth’s oceans.It is possible that the pressure and temperature gradi-ents or the equivalent of ocean-floor smokers could pro-vide on the free-floating planets the energy and chemi-cal input necessary for quite complex forms of autotrophiclife [13]. Thus life can develop and be sustained withoutsunlight (but with other energy sources, plausibly volcan-ism or lightning) and the free-floating planets may providea long-lived stable environment for that life. Stevenson [4]concluded that it is even conceivable that these are themost common sites of life in the Universe.
3. Candidate atmospheric gases for
life hosting free-floating planets
Theory, data, and experiments suggest that life requires(in decreasing order of certainty): (i) a thermodynamicdisequilibrium; (ii) an environment capable of maintainingcovalent bonds, especially between carbon, hydrogen, andother atoms; (iii) a liquid environment; and (iv) a molecularsystem that can support Darwinian evolution [5].A liquid environment is needed because macromoleculesneed to be physically stable, yet capable of structural flex-ibility and chemical interactivity, which in practice meansthat they are able to move with respect to each other butare kept in constant close proximity [15, 16]. This can oc-cur only in a liquid state. The functions of a good solventinclude: (1) an environment that allows for the stability ofsome chemical bonds to maintain macromolecular struc-ture, while (2) promoting the dissolution of other chemicalbonds with sufficient ease to enable frequent chemical in-terchange and energy transformations from one molecularstate to another; (3) the ability to dissolve many soluteswhile enabling some macromolecules to resist dissolution,thereby, providing boundaries, surfaces, interfaces, andstereochemical stability; (4) a density sufficient to main-tain critical concentrations of reactants and constrain theirdispersal; (5) a medium that provides both an upper andlower limit to the temperatures and pressures at whichbiochemical reactions operate, thereby, funneling the evo-lution of metabolic pathways into a narrower range opti-mized for multiple interactions; and (6) a buffer againstenvironmental fluctuations [16].Water is the liquid environment required by life on Earth.Wherever a source of energy is found on Earth with liquidwater, life of the standard variety is present [5]. All knownlife forms on Earth are surrounded by bilayer membranesthat exploit the unique behavior of molecular structuresthat have, in one part, hydrophobic units built primarilyfrom nonpolar carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen bonds
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Table 1. Limits of stability for liquid water [17].

Lowest temperature -22°C at 207.5 MPaLowest pressure 611.657 Pa at 0.01°CHighest temperature 373.946°C for more than 22.064 MPaHighest pressure 12 GPa at 373.946°CHighest density 1.7 g/cm3 at 373.946°C and 12 GPaLowest density 0.322 g/cm3 at 373.946°C and 22.064 MPa

and, in another part, polar bonds involving heteroatoms [5].Liquid water exists in present days on Earth and it isbelieved that it existed in the past on Mars and Venus.However, chemistries that might support life in nonaque-ous solvents are also in principle possible [5]. Table 6.1of [5] lists a large number of atomic and small molecularspecies that might be discussed as biosolvents. These sol-vents may be divided into three groups: polar solvents thatare not water (e.g. ammonia), nonpolar solvents and cryo-solvents [5] The most accessible of the nonpolar solventsare the hydrocarbons, which come in a series from thesmallest (methane) to higher homologs (ethane, propane,butane, and so on) and are abundant in the solar sys-tem [5]. Among these substances, water has one of thelargest intervals of stability as a liquid as a function ofpressure and temperature (Tab. 1) [17].For a given liquid solvent on the planet’s surface, atmo-spheres with different compositions may be considered.Information about the atmospheres of Jupiter-size exo-planets has become available only in recent years. Mostof our knowledge about planetary atmospheres refers toplanets of the solar system. The solar system planets canbe roughly divided into two groups: giant planets andterrestrial planets. Condensation, sedimentation and ac-cretion may have begun much earlier in the outer partsof the solar nebula, where the temperatures were lower.Synchroneity of events in the outer and inner parts ofthe solar nebula is unlikely. These considerations pointtowards forming the giant planets before the terrestrialplanets [18]. Both the giant and the terrestrial planetshave changed since their formation. Their present fea-tures are as follows.The giant planets have essentially adiabatic hydrogen-helium envelopes and central regions (“cores”) of rockand/or ice of ten to thirty earth masses [18]. Their compo-sition is more or less similar to that of the Sun (Jupiter:90% hydrogen and 10% helium; Saturn: 75% hydrogenand 25% helium; Uranus: 83% hydrogen, 15% helium, 2%methane; Neptune: 80% molecular hydrogen, 19% he-lium and 1.5% methane). The giant planets either do nothave a clear demarcation between atmosphere and ground(Jupiter) or the atmospheric pressure at ground level is

very high. Both cases are not compatible with the exis-tence of a solvent in a stable liquid phase.
The smaller terrestrial planets have solid cores and at-mospheres with compositions that are different from thatof the Sun (Venus: 96.5% carbon dioxide, 3.5% nitrogen;Earth: 79% nitrogen, 21% oxygen; Mars: 95.3% carbondioxide; 2.7% nitrogen). Some satellites of the giant plan-ets share the same feature (Titan: 98.4% nitrogen in itsatmosphere).
The model proposed in [4] assumes a free-floating planet issurrounded by a molecular hydrogen-rich atmosphere col-lected during the solid body’s ejection from the solar sys-tem in the early stages of planetary system formation. Thequoted author concluded from semi-analytical argumentsthat for some particular conditions, the effective tempera-ture of the free-floating planet might be of the order 30 Kbut its surface temperature can exceed the melting pointof water. This seminal model is interesting and requiresfurther studies.
The main problem refers to the low opacity of molecularhydrogen. In order for the body to be prevented fromeliminating its internal radioactive heat by the pressure-induced far IR opacity of molecular hydrogen one requiresvery high basal pressures, of the order of 102 - 104 bar [4].But water at a pressure above 120 bar is in a solid statefor temperatures about 300 K (see Tab. 1). More accuratestudies should be performed before a clear conclusion canbe drawn about the possibility of a molecular hydrogenatmosphere being able to keep liquid water on the surfaceof free-floating planets. Also, the problems remain openfor other atmospheric gas candidates, whose absorptioncoefficient is higher for IR radiation than that of hydrogen.
Very light gases, such as molecular hydrogen, cannotbe kept for a reasonably long time by small-mass free-floating planets which are other candidates for life host-ing. This is a second limitation of the model [4].
The composition of terrestrial planet atmospheres listedabove suggests that nitrogen and carbon dioxide are con-stituent candidates of free-floating planet atmospheres.These gases may induce a higher atmospheric opacitythan molecular hydrogen. Also, methane and ethane arepresent in the atmospheres of planets and satellites in thesolar system and could be added to the list. Tab. 2 givesbasic thermodynamic information about the four gases.Single component atmospheres may be assumed as arough assumption. This is inspired by the terrestrial plan-ets and giant planet satellites whose atmospheres alwayshave a major constituent.
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Table 2. Thermodynamic properties for the four gases considered in
this paper.

Substance N2 CO2 CH4 C2H6Triple pointtemperature (K) 63.15 216.6 90.67 91
Triple pointpressure (Pa) 12500 51850 11700 1.1
Critical pointtemperature (K) 126.25 304.25 190.6 305.3
Critical pointpressure (Pa) 34×105 74×105 46×105 49×105
Enthalpy ofvaporization (kJ/mol) 5.55 25.13 7.48 14.7 (at -89°C)

4. Atmospheric opacity
Opacity represents the ability of matter to absorb andscatter radiation, and it might be thought of as the inverseof thermal conductivity. Opacity plays an important rolein the energy transfer in plasma and dense gases. In suchmedia the mean free path of a photon is normally muchlonger than the mean free path of an electron or ion. Con-sequently, thermal conduction by particles may usually beignored as compared to radiative diffusion. However, elec-tron conduction is important in some special cases, suchas the cores of evolved stars and white dwarfs.Radiation scattering and absorption are the result of var-ious processes, whose intensity and relative importancedepend on the local composition, density and tempera-ture. Rayleigh scattering on molecules is mainly asso-ciated with (rather) low temperatures and pressure whileThomson scattering on free electrons becomes importantin stellar atmospheres at higher temperatures (more than15000 K). The Thomson induced opacity has the remark-able feature that it does not depend in the first approxi-mation on temperature and density.All microscopic processes yielding photon absorptionshould be considered when the absorption opacity is com-puted. They are the bound-bound, bound–free and free-free electron transitions, respectively. The bound-boundabsorption of a photon occurs when the electron involvedin the collision makes an upward transition between twobound energy levels. This process gives rise to discretespectral lines. Bound-free absorption, also known as pho-toionization, occurs when an incident photon has enoughenergy to liberate an electron from a bound atomic state.Free-free absorption results from the acceleration of a freeelectron in the vicinity of an ion, followed by absorptionof a photon. The type of the main electron transition in-volved shows the dominant absorption process. Free-free

and bound-free transitions are specific to higher temper-atures while bound-bound transitions prevails in weaklyionized matter. Several mono-chromatic opacity measuresmay be defined for any or all of these absorption pro-cesses.The common way of making the solution of radiative trans-fer equations tractable is to define a mean value of theopacity, to take account in a weighted manner all spectraleffects. Kramer’s law, with its variants, is an example ofsuch an overall measure of opacity which gives good re-sults for free-free and bound-free transitions. The bound-bound absorption makes a nontrivial contribution to themean opacity over a fairly large region of the density -temperature plane for stars at large temperature. The im-portance of bound-bound absorption increases when thetemperature decreases. In the case of low temperatureatmospheric atmospheres, the bound-bound electron tran-sition is practically the only process which has a contri-bution to the absorption opacity. There is no simple con-venient formula that encapsulates bound-bound absorp-tion opacity. This makes quantum mechanics and line-by-line calculations the only practical procedures to beused during the computation of mean opacity values as-sociated to bound-bound transitions. For bound-boundtransitions, the Planck mean and the Rosseland mean arevery often used in the computation of model atmospheres.The Planck mean is a simple arithmetic average of themonochromatic absorption coefficient values. The resultis that frequencies with strong absorption are overempha-sized in the energy balance. The strong lines are smearedout uniformly over the interval that fills the absorptionminima which are responsible for carrying the bulk of theflux. Planck mean opacities are the appropriate choice inoptically thin regions. The Rosseland mean results from aharmonic mean method, where the mean absorption coeffi-cient is calculated as the inverse of the sum of the inverseof the monochromatic absorption coefficient in a numberof frequencies. Hereby the importance of the frequen-cies with low values is over-emphasized. Rosseland meanopacities are the appropriate choice for radiative trans-fer models of optically thick atmospheric regions whereradiation propagates by diffusion.Mean opacities are sensitive to the relevant opacitysources involved in their computation. Changes in bothmolecular and atomic abundances and in the individualopacity sources themselves can significantly impact thefinal result [8].The practical implementation of the Rosseland mean opac-ity is difficult, mainly because of its dependence on lo-cal composition, temperature and density. Computationis highly complex, since it should include all species andall processes involved. All existing computation methods,
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including those based on quantum mechanics, require alarge amount of computing time. This makes the calcu-lation of the Rosseland mean opacity almost impossibleinside the codes of radiative transfer. As a result, formany years computation of the Rosseland mean opacitybecame an activity per se, its result consisting of tablesof mean values made publicly available. Early tables arethose of [19]. Modern stellar structure calculations use ta-bles of pre-calculated opacities for different chemical mix-tures. Recent opacity tables useful for modeling stellarinteriors and envelopes come from two major sources, theOPAL opacities [20–25] and the Opacity Project (OP) [26].Each of the above opacity databases is valid for temper-atures greater than 6000 K, but do not include the effectsof molecules which become important at lower tempera-tures [6].In cool gases molecules become the dominating sourcesof opacity. Tsuji first included the effects of molecularabsorbers such as H2O, CO and OH [27]. Alexander com-puted opacities down to 700 K and included a crude es-timate of the opacity due to dust grains [28]. A betterapproximation of the dust opacity was included in [29–31]. Ref. [32] focused on molecular opacities and theirapplication to accretion disks. Opacity tables for use inprotoplanetary disk models were computed in [33] for gasand dust mixtures from 10 K to 10000 K. Recent opacitytables for low temperatures were reported in [8].
5. Definitions of Rosseland mean
opacity
A few spectral quantities at frequency ν are now defined.They are commonly used when radiation absorption in asingle gas is analyzed. One denotes by Iν the radiationintensity [units: J/(m2s Hz sr)] and by kν the linear radi-ation absorption coefficient [units: m−1]. The matter massdensity and particle number density are denoted ρ [units:kg/m3] and n [units: particle/m3], respectively. Then, thespectral particle cross section σν [units: m2/particle] isdefined and given by

σν ≡
kν
n (1a)

= kν
ρ
Mg

NA
, (1b)

where Mg and NA are the gas molar mass and Avogadro’snumber, respectively. The photon mean free path lν isdefined and given by:

lv ≡
1
kν

(2a)
= 1
nσν

(2b)
= ρ
kν
NA

Mg
. (2c)

Here Eqs. (1a) and (1b) have been used. The spectralmass absorption coefficient κν [units: m2/kg] is definedand given by:
κν ≡

kν
ρ (3a)

= σν
NA

Mg
. (3b)

Here Eqs. (1a) and (1b) have been used.In the case that the mean free path of photons in a plane-tary atmosphere is much smaller than the curvature radiusof surfaces of equal temperature and density, the follow-ing plane-parallel approximation of the radiative transferequation is often used,
µ
kν
dIν
dz = Sν − Iν , (4)

where µ ≡ cosθ (here θ is the angle between the radi-ation direction z and the normal of a given surface) and
Sν is the radiation source function [units: J/(m2s Hz sr)].If matter and photons are close to local thermodynamicequilibrium, both the source function Sν and the local in-tensity Iν are reasonably well described by the zerothorder approximation:

I(0)
ν ≈ Sν ≈ Bν(T ), (5)

where Planck’s function [units: J/(m2s Hz sr)] is given by:
Bν(T ) ≡ 2hν3

c2 1exp( hν
kBT

)
− 1 . (6)

Using Eqs. (4) and (5) one obtains a first-order approxi-mation for the local intensity:
I(1)
ν = Bν(T )− µ

kν
dBν(T )
dz . (7)

The spectral energy flux Fν [units: J/(m2s Hz )] is obtainedby the integration of Eq. (7):
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Fν = ∫
4π
IνµdΩ = −2π

kν
∂Bν(T )
∂z

1∫
−1

µ2dµ = −43 πkν ∂Bν(T )
∂z .

(8)The first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (7) vanishes after in-tegration because of isotropy. Bν(T ) depends on z onlythrough temperature and Eq. (8) becomes
Fν = −43 πkν ∂Bν(T )

∂T
∂T
∂z . (9)

Integration of Eq. (9) over all frequencies gives the totalflux F [units: J/(m2s)]:
F = −4π3 ∂T

∂z

∞∫
0

1
kν
∂Bν(T )
∂T dν (10a)

= −4π3 Mg

NA

∂T
∂z

∞∫
0

1
ρσν

∂Bν(T )
∂T dν (10b)

= −4π3 ∂T
∂z

∞∫
0

1
ρκν

∂Bν(T )
∂T dν. (10c)

Here Eqs. (1b) and (3b) have also been used.Any of the three Eqs. (10) may be used to define an appro-priate average absorption coefficient (or opacity), calledthe Rosseland mean opacity. The three Rosseland meanopacities, denoted kR , σR and κR , have the dimensionsof the linear absorption coefficient, particle cross-sectionand mass absorption coefficient, respectively. The Rosse-land mean opacity σR based on particle cross section isconsidered next:
∞∫

0
1
σν
∂Bν(T )
∂T dν ≡ 1

σR

∞∫
0
∂Bν(T )
∂T dν. (11)

The other two Rosseland mean opacities are given by:
kR = NA

Mg
ρσR (12a)

= ρκR . (12b)
The Rosseland approximation for the total flux is obtainedfrom Eqs. (10b) and (11), (12a), (12b):

F = −16σT 33 1
σR

∂T
∂z (13a)

= −16σρT 33 Mg

NA

1
kR
∂T
∂z (13b)

= −16σT 33 Mg

NA

1
κR

∂T
∂z . (13c)

Use of Eq. (6) yields:
∞∫

0
Bν(T )dν ≡ σT 4

π , (14)
∞∫

0
∂Bν(T )
∂T dν = 4σT 3

π . (15)
The following change of variable is now used:

u ≡ hν
kBT

≡ hcν̄
kBT

, (16)
where ν ≡ v/c [units: m−1]. Then, from Eqs. (11)-(16) onefinds:

1
σR

= 154π
∞∫

0
u4 exp(−u)du

σ (u)[1− exp(−u)]2 . (17)
Eq. (17) is very often used in practice.Sometimes the notion of transparency is defined as theinverse of an appropriate opacity coefficient, for exam-ple 1/σν . Then, Eqs. (11) and (12) show that the Rosse-land mean transparency is the integral of the monochro-matic transparency weighted by the temperature deriva-tive of the Planck function. The weighting function de-emphasizes high and low frequencies. The harmonic na-ture of the averaging process gives higher weight to fre-quency regions with low opacities where the greatestamount of radiation will therefore be transported. Re-gions, if any, of particularly high transparency (low opac-ity) tend to dominate the integral in Eqs. (11) and (12).The Rosseland mean is valid in dense atmospheres suchas those expected to exist on free-floating planets hostinglife. It yields a poor approximation to the energy balancein thin atmospheres and underestimates the opacity there.The definitions in Eqs. (11) and (12) have other importantconsequences. For example, when more than one sourceof opacity contributes significantly to the total opacity atsome frequencies, the Rosseland mean of the total opac-ity is not in general equal to the sum of the individualRosseland mean opacities.
6. Computation of Rosseland mean
opacity
The first requirement when computing the Rosseland meanopacity is to have reliable information about the spectralparticle cross section σν entering Eq. (17). Alternatively,information on any of the other two spectral quantities
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entering Eqs. (3) may be used. There are several ways ofcomputing these quantities, starting from non-relativisticquantum mechanics methods to line-by-line calculations.The impressive advance in computing equipment perfor-mance in recent years allowed the development of ab initiocalculations, based on the principles of the harmonic oscil-lator. The result is the absorption spectrum at all temper-atures and pressure for a given molecule [34]. However,in the case of low temperatures, molecular (or, in otherwords, bound-bound) absorption dominates and the meth-ods based on the accurate description of absorption lineprofiles are recommended. This is the direction followedin the present work.
6.1. Molecular absorption spectrum
There are several sources of information on the molecularabsorption spectrum of various substances such as the HI-TRAN [35, 36] and GEISA [37–39] databases, [40] and [41].Other data sources are discussed in [7]. Particularly use-ful discussion on various data sources for methane maybe found in [7] and [8]. For two reasons we used the HI-TRAN database. First, this source is very often used inapplications and continuously tested. Second, it containsinformation about all the four gases under analysis. Thishas the advantage of using in computation similar formatsand procedures. Details are given next.The file HITRAN04.par of HITRAN 96 [42] was the maindata source. From this file, four smaller files with infor-mation referring to the absorption properties for specificgases were produced. The spectral range of the lines se-lected was 0.001 micron – 500 micron. Information for allbands has been used.For all the gases involved, the main isotopic form of amolecule is an order of magnitude more abundant thanthe next most abundant isotopic form, so the abundanceeffect dominates in the line strengths over other isotopiceffects. The effects due to isotopically-shifted partitionfunctions are generally only a few percent [7]. The primaryisotopologue has always been considered in this work.It is likely that there are too many weak lines for calcula-tions to be completed in a realistic period of time with thetypical computing resources available. In this case onlythose lines stronger than a threshold value need be usedin opacity calculations. Ref. [7] recommends using only

lines with intensities larger than (the cutoff) 1×10−40 cmmolecule−1 as a good compromise between realistic opac-ity calculations and processing time. Information aboutthe number of lines included in the four files and the as-sociated cutoff line intensity are shown in Tab. 3.The calculation of the spectral cross section follows thestandard procedure recommended in Appendix A.2 of [42].
Table 3. Information on the cutoff line intensity used to select lines

from the HITRAN96 database and the number of selected
lines for four gases.

Gas Cutoff of line intensity(cm/molecule) Number of linesselectedN2 5× 10−40 120CO2 1× 10−45 27979CH4 5× 10−42 186735C2H6 5× 10−45 4749

For reader convenience it is briefly described here us-ing HITRAN nomenclature and units. The HITRAN com-munity prefers units of cm−1 for ν, which is called “fre-quency”. The transition of an electron between lower andupper states η and η′ is accompanied by the emissionor absorption of a photon of frequency νηη′ [units: cm−1]and “energy” E = νηη′ [units: cm−1]. The main informa-tion in the HITRAN database refers to line intensity andhalfwidth which correspond to the reference temperature
Tref = 296 K. Other transition parameters are included inthe database as described below. The standard pressureis pref = 1 atm. Temperature and pressure are entered inK and atmosphere, respectively.Most spectroscopic databases are built on measurementstaken near room temperature, and theoretical calculationssupply the missing transitions that become important athigh temperatures. If only room temperature databasesare used, the transitions from highly excited energy levelswould be missing and the true opacity at elevated tem-peratures would be substantially underestimated [8].The spectral line intensity at Tref is defined in HI-TRAN for a single molecule and is denoted Sηη′ (Tref )[units:cm−1/(molecule cm−2)]. The line intensity Sηη′ (T )at temperature T is computed by:

Sηη′ (T ) = Sηη′ (Tref )Q(Tref )
Q(T ) exp(c2Eη/T )exp(c2Eη/Tref ) 1− exp(c2νηη′ /T )1− exp(c2νηη′ /Tref ) . (18)

In Eq. (18) c2 = 1.4388 cmK while Eη is the lower state energy of the transition. The second term on the right of Eq. (18)is the ratio of total internal partition functions, the third term accounts for the ratio of Boltzmann populations, and thefourth term is for the effect of stimulated emission.
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The collisional (pressure-broadened) line widths for many of the species used in opacity calculations are not wellknown. In most cases there have been no measurements reported in the literature and the main information about theline positions and intensities come from theoretical predictions [8].In the atmosphere at local pressure p, a spectral line is broadened about the transition wave number νηη′ , the spreadbeing represented in HITRAN by the normalized line shape function f(ν, νηη′ , T , p) [units: 1/cm−1]. Because of thelow temperatures considered in this paper, Lorentzian broadening dominates over Gaussian Doppler broadening, sonot employing general Voigt profiles is justified, particularly when there are large uncertainties with broadening. Therecommended Lorentz profile is:
f(ν, νηη′ , T , p) = 1

π
γ(p, T )[γ(p, T )]2 + [ν − (νηη′ + δ(pref )p)]2 . (19)

Here, γ(p, T ) is the pressure broadened line halfwidth and δ is the air-broadened pressure shift at a reference pressure
pref . The pressure broadened line halfwidth γ(p, T ) for a gas at partial pressure ps in the atmosphere at pressure p andtemperature T is given by:

γ(p, T ) = (TrefT
)n [γair(pref , Tref )(p− ps) + γself (pref , Tref )ps] , (20)

where γair and γself are the air-broadened halfwidth athalf maximum and the self-broadened halfwidth, respec-tively (units: cm−1/atm]. These parameters are transitiondependent. The (transition dependent) parameter n inEq. (20) is the coefficient of temperature dependence ofthe air-broadened halfwidth. The air-broadened pressureshift (transition dependent) δ [units: cm−1/atm] yields theshifted frequency
ν∗ηη′ ≡ νηη′ + δ(pref )p, (21)

which enters the denominator of Eq. (19).The scaling of the line width linearly with pressure inEq. (20) ignores the problem of what happens to the linewidth at very high pressures, as a hard sphere cutoff to thepressure scaling should exist [8]. However, it is apparentthat line width uncertainties of a factor of 2 are not asignificant source of error [8].The monochromatic absorption coefficient σηη′ (ν, T , p)[units: 1/(molecule cm−2)] at wave number ν due to theelectron transition between states η and η′ is then givenby
σηη′ (ν, T , p) = Sηη′ (T )f(ν, νηη′ , T , p). (22)

The monochromatic absorption coefficient σ (ν, T , p) [units:1/(molecule cm−2)] at wave number ν due to all transitionsresults by summation over all transition lines:
σ (ν, T , p) = ∑

lines

σηη′ (ν, T , p). (23)
A number of assumptions were adopted during the im-plementation of the HITRAN database. The program

TIPS-2003.for from HITRAN has been adapted to computethe partition sum Q(T ) entering Eq. (18) for all tempera-tures from 70 K to 3000 K. The calculations have alwaysbeen made for the primary isotope.When data is missing, the values of γself in the HITRANfiles are zero. In this case we used the value γair from thesame line. To check the consequence of this assumption, atest has been performed to compute the Rosseland meanopacity for CH4. All the values of γself were replaced bythe associated γair values. The deviation of the Rosselandmean value was less than 10%. In practice one expectssmaller deviation than in this extreme case.For some particular transitions, the exponent n enteringEq. (20) is missing in the HITRAN files. In these cases,the classical value of 0.5 could be used, which correspondsto the perfect gas approximation [34] and temperature in-dependent collision diameters.
6.2. Computing Rosseland mean opacity
Estimation of Rosseland mean values is notoriously dif-ficult (see [34]). The main cause is that the spectral re-gions for which the monochromatic opacity is the smallesttend to have the most important contribution to the mean.Physically, this can be interpreted by the fact that coolingof any given layer in the planet atmosphere will be gov-erned by photons which have the longest mean free path.Numerically, this implies that regions where opacities areleast known will have potentially very important contri-butions and that the final accuracy is extremely hard toestimate [34]. Moreover, [43] concluded that the Rosse-land mean opacity is determined largely by the gaps inthe spectrum, not by the strengths of the lines. Past ex-
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perience is therefore very valuable when tables of meanopacities are produced.Sampling methods are sometimes used to treat highlycomplicated spectra. The idea is to average the opacityover a certain number of small intervals instead of over thewhole spectrum or to take the opacity into account at onlya small number of frequency points without any averageprocess. A statistic sampling procedure for evaluating fre-quency integrals in stellar atmosphere computations wasfirst used in [44]. Since then the idea of opacity sam-pling has been used in extensive computations. The num-ber of points can be found from numerical experiments.The seven research groups reported in Table 3.1 of [45]used a number of 500 to 1000 equally spaced points overthe spectrum. Just one of the quoted authors used ran-dom spacement for those points. There are currently twoideas. The first one (see [46]) uses equally spaced fre-quency points in the spectral interval under consideration.The statistic aspect is provided by the essentially randomplacement of the sampling points relative to the line spec-trum. The second idea refers to a sampling point distri-bution according to a Planck distribution function. Thetwo major sampling methods currently used are OpacitySampling and the Opacity Distribution Function [45].Spectrum discretization requires using frequency intervalssmall enough for reasonable accuracy and large enoughfor reasonably short computing time. In [6] one usesa spectrum discretization with 24000 wavelengths whencomputing opacities for temperatures between 500 and30000 K. These wavelengths are not evenly spaced overthe whole spectral interval considered (0.1 to 500 µm) butthey are concentrated between 0.1 and 2.0 micron. Thewavelength points are adjustable and several tests havebeen made to ensure convergence. It was found that dou-bling the number of points increases the computation timeby about a factor of two without significantly changing thetotal Rosseland mean opacity [6].Tables based on 30,000 frequency points from 0.3 to300 µm, uniformly spaced in steps of 1 cm−1 were usedin [47]. However, 5000 geometrically-spaced frequencypoints were used during the radiative transfer model im-plementation. During some tests the authors have re-sampled the original frequency grid of 5000 points to lowernumbers of frequencies. Even for 300 points they foundvery little differences in the temperature structure of theatmosphere (of the order of a few K). In some cases it wasfound advantageous to first converge a model with 300 fre-quencies, and then to use this as an input to re-convergea model with the full grid of 5000 frequencies in the nextstep.In a recent study [8] the authors used every atomic andmolecular opacity line in the available database, and not

simply a sampling. The integration over frequency wascarried out using a grid of equally spaced wave-numberpoints. The frequency spacing was based on the valuesof temperature and pressure, such that the spectral reso-lution was always fine compared to a typical line pro-file under those conditions. Spacings are as small as4 × 10−3 cm−1 in some instances. The authors pointedout that such a fine grid is usually not required for meanopacity calculations, but they also use the same grid forhigh-resolution spectral modeling. For opacities impor-tant in the infrared, a suitable tabulation could be from100 cm−1 to 30000 cm−1 (100 µm to 0.33 µm, respectively)in steps of w = 1 cm−1 [7].In this work temperatures lower than usual are envis-aged (smaller than 650 K) and most of the absorp-tion/emission processes take place in the IR spectrum.We discretized just part of the visible spectrum and theIR spectrum (0.5 µm to 100 µm). This corresponds to theinterval 100 cm−1 - 20000 cm−1 in HITRAN procedures.The spectrum has been divided into 39800 intervals with
w=0.5 cm−1.A problem which is often considered when the profilesof the absorption lines are calculated is to know how totreat the far wings [7]. If the wings are extrapolated outto large values of |ν − ν∗ηη′ | the computing time mightbe very large. Also, the absorption may generally dropoff in the far wings at a rate larger than the Lorentzianprofile given by Eq. (19). Thus, some authors recommendcutting off the profile at some distance d from the linecenter. It has also been empirically verified that syntheticspectra of the giant planets generally fit the observationsbetter when using a cutoff [34]. In the absence of a de-tailed theory, the specific value of d is chosen by trialprocedures. For example, a simple prescription of the form
d = min(25p, 100) cm−1, where p is the gas pressure, isrecommended in [7]. The min function ensures that thelines do not become unrealistically broad. In the casethat the line profile is truncated at a distance d from thecenter line, the right part of Eq. (22) must be affected byan over-unitary multiplication factor (say, b) in order toensure that the total strength of the profile is conserved.Normalization gives [7]:

b = 2
π arctan( d

γ(p, T )
)

> 1. (24)
At large distances d in the wings from the line center, thenormalization factor b equals unity, as expected.The absorption lines become thinner by decreasing pres-sure and at low pressure they are very narrow. Someprofiles may be much narrower than the grid interval, i.e.
γ(p.T ) � w. If their peaks fall between the grid points,only the far wings will be sampled. Consequently, such
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profiles will be under-sampled. For these cases, in [7] it isrecommended that the line centers be moved to the near-est grid point. But this will cause the intensity lines to beoverestimated, because the profile is effectively replacedby a triangle which has a larger area than the original pro-file. Thus, an under-unitary normalization factor b shouldaffect Eq. (22). It is given by [7]
b = π2 γ(p, T )

w

[4 + (2γ(p, T )/w)22 + (2γ(p, T )/w)2
]

6 1. (25)
In these cases, truncation may exceed the distance d =min(25p, 100) cm−1 [7].But line wings truncation raises other problems. Rosse-land and other harmonic mean opacities are divergent ifthe absorption drops to zero at any point in the frequencyregion considered [7]. Consequently, wings truncation isnot recommended near these regions. Also, a surprisingresult is that, at least in the case of alkali metals, farwings can still be of significance much beyond expecta-tion. The consequences of these results are still to beinvestigated [34].The problems associated with line wings modeling andtruncation prompted some researchers to adopt anotherapproach in recent studies [8]. These authors observedthat in most cases actual measurements, particularly atthe higher pressures, are lacking and in many cases onlya few theoretical predictions are available for selectedbands. Thus, considering all the other sources of uncer-tainty, they decided not include factors for line modeling.To be more specific, they decided to neglect the problemof how to treat the shape of the far line wings. Also, theymade no attempt to simulate the specialized line shapesthat are appropriate in the far IR and microwave regions.The line shapes in these regions are expected to be asym-metric, but because of the large overlap of the low- andhigh-frequency wings due to the high density of lines,the effects due to the deviation of the line shape from aLorentzian will tend to average out and should not causea significant change in the integrated values of the meanopacities. Finally, after conducting a number of tests, theydecided to neglect factors that describe the deviation ofthe line wings from a pure Lorenztian form. This includeseffects such as line mixing and line narrowing.We performed several tests of computing the absorptionspectrum with line profile truncation at different values
d, ranging from d=1 cm−1 to 3000 cm−1. Tests withouttruncation were also run. For low pressure atmospheres,tests with moving line centers were performed. Results arereported next. The CH4 absorption spectrum from Fig. 1of [7] for T=1600 K and 1.01325 MPa is used as a sample
spectrum.Fig. 1 shows comparisons between different ways of com-puting the absorption spectrum for CH4 at relatively high

Figure 1. Dependence of spectral particle cross-section on wave-
length for CH4 at 1600 K and 1.1325 MPa (10 atm). (a).
truncation with d=min(25p,100) (cm−1); (b) truncation with
d=1000 cm−1; (c) no truncation. The Rosseland mean
opacity value κR (m2/kg) is also shown.

temperature (T=1600 K) and relatively high pressure(1.01325 MPa). We used the truncation procedure basedon the criterion d = min(25p, 100) cm−1, a truncation pro-cedure at higher value of d (1000 cm−1) and a procedurewithout truncation, respectively. Both truncation proce-dures yield reduced Rosseland mean values, of the orderof those associated to low pressure (see the results for
p=1 Pa in Fig. 2). This indirectly recommends the proce-dure without truncation, which leads to Rosseland meanvalues significantly higher than in the low pressure case.The authors of [8] compared the opacity of methane com-puted solely from HITRAN data with opacity obtained byusing a larger database, which includes the HITRAN data.Their Fig. 1 shows good agreement between the two opac-ities for methane opacity at 1000 K and 106 dyn cm−2(0.1 MPa). The agreement is better near band centersand worse where the HITRAN data are lacking. There isa good agreement between the present Fig. 1 and Fig. 1of [8]. Note that these authors presented a critical anal-ysis of the existing methane opacity data and concludedthat further improvements are still necessary to resolvesome known problems.The spectrum obtained by the procedure without trunca-tion is rather similar in shape to the sample spectrum.The tail of the spectrum in Fig. 1 at large wavelengthshas a slow decrease, in agreement with the sample spec-trum. Also, the minimum between the peaks at 2.5 and3.5 µm has a value near 1×10−23 cm2/molecule, close tothat from the sample spectrum. The spectrum obtained bythe procedure with truncation at d=1000 cm−1 is close tothe sample spectrum.The spectrum obtained by truncation at d = min(25p, 100)
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is obviously different from the sample spectrum. The tailat large wavelength decreases rather sharply towards val-ues as low as 1×10−30 cm2/molecule while the minimum
between the peaks at 2.5 and 3.5 µm has a value near1×10−25 cm2/molecule, which are features that do not ex-ist in the sample spectrum.

Figure 2. Dependence of spectral particle cross-section on wavelength for CH4 ((a) and (b)) and CO2 ((c) and (d)) at 1600 K and 1 Pa (10 atm).
(a) and (c): line centers are moved to the neighboring grid point; (b) and (d) line centers are not moved. No truncation has been used
during calculation. The Rosseland mean opacity value κR (m2/kg) is also shown.

The small cross section values seen in the spectrum basedon d = min(25p, 100) (as well as in the spectrum basedon d=1000 cm−1) in the range of 1 to 1.5 µm do not existin the sample spectrum. In case of the truncation pro-cedure with d = min(25p, 100) cm−1, the relatively smallcross section values between 1 to 1.5 µm consequentlyresult in the small value of the Rosseland mean opac-ity. The cross section values are higher for d=1000 cm−1,and the Rosseland mean opacity increases by one orderof magnitude. When the procedure without truncation isconsidered, the cross section values between 1 to 1.5 µmare relatively large and the Rosseland mean opacity in-creases by four orders of magnitude as compared to thevalue associated with the truncation procedure based on

d = min(25p, 100) cm−1.The above remarks allow some important conclusions tobe drawn. The truncation procedure based on d =min(25p, 100) cm−1 is not recommended, because it doesnot lead to a spectrum similar to the sample spectrum.The truncation procedure based on d=1000 cm−1 is notrecommended, because it yields Rosseland mean opac-ity values comparable to those obtained for pressure val-ues six orders of magnitude smaller. The procedure with-out truncation yields a spectrum similar to the samplespectrum and the Rosseland mean value for the pressurep=1.01325 MPa is four orders of magnitude larger thanthe Rosseland mean value for p=1 Pa, as expected. In thefollowing we shall use the procedure without truncation.
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From the view-point of computing time it is many timesslower than the truncation-based procedures but it yieldsmore reliable results.In the case of low pressure values both the procedure withand without line center movement have been used for par-ticle cross section calculation. Fig. 2 shows the depen-dence of particle cross section as a function of wavelengthfor CH4 and CO2 at T=1600 K and p= 1 Pa. The proce-dure without truncation has always been used.Two remarks follow. First, when the procedure with linecenters movement is used, the spectral cross section val-ues are unrealistically large (see (a) and (c) in Fig. 2, forCH4 and CO2, respectively). For CH4, these values arelarger than the spectral cross section values associatedwith a pressure six orders of magnitude larger (i.e. p=10atm) (compare Fig. 2a with Fig. 1). Second, the Rosse-land mean opacity value is not significantly dependent onthe adopted procedure (i.e. with or without line centermovement). This is true for both CH4 (cases (a) and (b) inFig. 2) and CO2 (cases (c) and (d)).The two remarks yield two important conclusions. First,the Rosseland mean opacity is less sensitive to the highervalues of the spectral cross section than to the gaps inthe absorption spectrum. This is in agreement with pre-vious conclusions of [43]. Second, the procedure withoutline center movement is to be preferred to the procedurewith line center movement, because it estimates more re-alistic values of the cross section per particle. The secondconclusion gives indirect credit to the sampling methods,often used successfully in Rosseland mean opacity cal-culation. Indeed, for a given set of intensity lines andprofiles, choosing a grid step leads to a grid whose pointsare somehow randomly distributed in respect to line cen-ters position.
7. Tables of Rosseland mean opac-
ity values
Tables with Rosseland mean opacity values were com-puted for the four candidate constituents of free-floatingplanets atmosphere. Some preparatory activities are nec-essary for proper employment of such tables.The independent parameters in the table and their inter-val of variation depend on table purposes. Two researchgroups produced tables of mean opacities to be used bybrown dwarf and giant planet atmosphere models. Onegroup [6] produced tables for temperatures ranging from30000 K to 500 K with gas densities from 10−4 g cm−3to 10−19 g cm−3. The other group [8] used a grid of 324pressure-temperature (P, T) pairs ranging from 75 to 4000K and 3 x 10−4 to 300 bar. Opacities at high pressure

and low temperature or high temperature and low pres-sure were not computed, as such points are not reachedby those models. Because of their choice of a uniformpressure-temperature grid, the data are not on a uniformmass density grid.To design our tables we noted that for a given atmosphericgas different solvents may exist on the planet surface. Thetable associated to that gas should be usable with allthese solvents. Therefore, the range of temperatures andpressures in the table must be suitable for that solventwith the highest critical temperature and pressure. In thepresent case, water is that solvent. For all gases con-sidered in this paper, tables were prepared for pressureranging between 1 Pa and 22.12 MPa and temperatureranging between 50 K and 647.3 K. The HITRAN databasereports partition sums for temperatures higher than 70 K.For the temperature interval between 50 K and 70 K weadopted constant values for the partition sums (but theother quantities are still dependent on temperature).Different ways of designing the incremental steps of ta-ble parameters are presented in the literature. Some au-thors [7] reported on Rosseland mean tables for varioustemperatures between 50 and 3000 K and pressures be-tween 10−7atm to 316 atm. They recommend 50 logarith-mic steps for both temperature and pressure. Each tablein [6] contains 75 temperature and 19 density points withlogarithmic steps for a total of 1425 computations.We adopted logarithmic scales for both temperature andpressure. For temperature, the interval between 50 K and647.3 K has been divided into mtemp logarithmic steps. Forpressure, the interval between 1 Pa and 22.12x106 Pa hasbeen divided into mpres logarithmic steps. The parameters
mtemp and mpres changed from gas to gas, as describedbelow.Computation of a single Rosseland mean opacity value forN2 required 7 s on a single-processor machine operatingat 1.8 GHz. A table with 50 intervals of temperature andpressure (2601 mean values) has been produced in thiscase. For CO2 and C2H6, computation of a single meanvalue required 2280 and 255 s, respectively. In both caseswe produced tables with 40 intervals of temperature andpressure (1681 mean values). For CH4, computation of asingle mean value required 9620 s and a table with 30intervals of temperature and pressure (961 mean values)has been produced.Fig. 3 illustrates the pressure-temperature domain overwhich we computed opacities as well as the magnitudeof the Rosseland mean opacities level, for each gas con-sidered. The Rosseland mean increases with increasingpressure, as expected. The dependence on temperature isless important, but more complicated and dependent ongas. Sometimes local minima or maxima exist as function
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of temperature. This is more obvious for nitrogen, ethaneand methane (Fig. 3a, b and d, respectively). Similar pat-terns with local minima and maxima were obtained in [8]
when tables of Rosseland opacities were produced to beused for an ultracool dwarf (see their Fig. 2).

Figure 3. Rosseland mean opacity values as function of temperature for several pressure values. (a) Nitrogen; (b) Ethane; (c) Carbon dioxide;
(d) methane.

Tabs. 4, 5, 6 and 7 provide samples of Rosseland meanopacities as a function of pressure and temperature forthe four gases we considered. These tables are availablein their entirety in the electronic edition of the journal.
A few recommendations follow regarding utilization of thetables. For some low temperatures and high pressuresconsidered here, condensation may occur in the free-floating planet atmosphere. This depends on many un-known kinetic parameters and during tables productioncondensation has been neglected. However, a simple cri-terion, based on the limiting hypothesis of thermodynamic
equilibrium, may be used during table utilization to decidewhether the atmosphere is in a gaseous phase or not.

The general phase diagram of a substance at temperatureslower than ionization temperature is shown in Fig. 4. Atthe relatively low temperatures considered in this paper,the couples of values (T , p) for a gas are placed to theright of the vaporization line (i.e. the phase-change lineconnecting the triple point and the critical point). The re-lation between pressure and temperature during vaporiza-tion may be obtained by solving the Clausius-Clapeyronequation: (
dp
dT

)
vap

= ∆svap∆vvap = s”− s′
v”− v ′ , (26)

where ∆s and ∆v are the change of entropy and specific
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Table 4. Rosseland mean opacities for nitrogen. This table is avail-
able in its entirety in the electronic edition of the journal.

Pressure Temperature Rosseland opacity(Pa) (K) (m2/kg)440 300 4.74969E-16316 4.84615E-16332 4.97157E-16350 5.09651E-16
98731 300 1.06413E-13316 1.08574E-13332 1.11384E-13350 1.14184E-13

Table 5. The same as Tab. 4 for ethane.Pressure Temperature Rosseland opacity(Pa) (K) (m2/kg)4703 300 2.22362E-5320 2.00737E-5341 1.85104E-5363 1.75782E-5
751325 320 0.00321341 0.00296363 0.00281387 0.00274

volume during that phase change, respectively, while “ and‘ denotes the vapor and the liquid state. On the vaporiza-tion curve one may use the following approximations:
∆svap = ∆hvap

Tvap
, (27)

∆vvap = v”− v ′ ≈ v” ≈ RTvap
pvap

. (28)
This yields: (

dp
p

)
vap

= ∆hvap dTvapRT 2
vap
. (29)

By integration from the triple point (ptp, Ttp) to an arbi-trary state (pvap, Tvap) on the vaporization curve one findsa nonlinear curve:
ln pvapptp

= ∆hvap
R

( 1
Ttp
− 1
Tvap

)
. (30)

Table 6. The same as Tab. 4 for carbon dioxide.Pressure Temperature Rosseland opacity(Pa) (K) (m2/kg)567 300 5.54811E-5320 5.43653E-5341 5.34968E-5363 5.28510E-5
1.1467E6 300 0.09880320 0.09613341 0.09440363 0.09347

Table 7. The same as Tab. 4 for methane.Pressure Temperature Rosseland opacity(Pa) (K) (m2/kg)2676 300 6.31043E-5327 6.99608E-5356 7.72213E-5387 8.60285E-5
751324 300 0.01578327 0.01717356 0.01865387 0.02050

In calculations, the physical properties shown in Tab. 2may be used. A few exceptions exist, which are listednow. For CH4, one should use ∆hvap =8.6 kJ/mol insteadof the value 8.17 kJ/mol shown in Tab. 2. This ensures thevaporization curve starting from the triple point reachesthe critical point. When using ∆hvap =8.17 kJ/mol (whichapplies to a given vaporization temperature), the computedcritical temperature is Tcr=201 K instead of 190.6 K, whichis the correct value. The value ∆hvap =8.6 kJ/mol may beconsidered as a mean vaporization enthalpy for all tem-peratures ranging between the triple and the critical point.For C2H6, one may use ∆hvap =16.5 kJ/mol instead of thevalue 14.7 kJ/mol shown in Tab. 2. Again, this ensures thevaporization curve starting from the triple point reachesthe critical point. When using ∆hvap =14.7 kJ/mol (whichapplies to a given vaporization temperature of 184 K), thecomputed critical temperature is higher than 305 K, whichis the correct value.When the table is used within the code of radiative trans-fer, the following test should be checked for each couple ofvalues (p,T ). For a given value of p, the associated vapor-
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Figure 4. General phase diagram showing solid, liquid and gaseous
phases.

ization temperature, say Tvap, is computed. If T > Tvap,the atmosphere is in gaseous phase. If T < Tvap, the at-mosphere might be in liquid phase at that pressure. Ofcourse, the validity of this procedure is questionable in farfrom equilibrium conditions.
8. Conclusions
The existence of life on free-floating planets seems to beconditioned by the existence of an optically thick atmo-sphere. This may ensure the long-term thermal stabilityof a (liquid) solvent on the surface of those planets. Theopacity may be increased by increasing the mass of theatmosphere. However, there is an upper limit for the at-mospheric mass, since for atmospheres that are too thickthe gas pressure on the planet’s surface might exceed thesolidification limit of the liquid solvent (at the expectedlow temperatures). Not all gases allow “reasonable” largeopacities under these restrictions.The composition of the atmosphere of free-floating plan-ets is largely a matter of speculation. No single set ofobservations exist. Stevenson [4] based his model on anatmosphere consisting of molecular hydrogen. The atmo-spheric gases considered in this paper (nitrogen, carbondioxide, methane and ethane) may induce a higher opacitythan molecular hydrogen. This list has been inspired bythe terrestrial planets and giant planet satellites whoseatmospheres always have a major constituent. The fourgases are candidates as atmospheric constituents on free-floating planets where life might exist.The energy transfer through the atmosphere of a life sus-taining free-floating planet should be mainly through theradiative regime. The theory requires in this case the use

of some spectrally averaged quantities such as the Rosse-land mean opacity. In this paper we develop a procedureto prepare tables of Rosseland mean opacity values for thetemperatures to be expected in the atmospheres of free-floating planets, which are lower than usually found in theliterature (50 to 650 K). The tables are useful in the casethat radiative transfer dominates convective transfer andthe use of absorption opacity is a straightforward way tocompute the energy flux in the atmosphere.The reported results may be used directly in cases whereone of the four gases analyzed here is the major con-stituent of the atmosphere. Because we neglect grainopacity, the computed opacity value should be regardedas a lower limit to the true opacity, which may be severalorders of magnitude higher [8]. The tables are presentlyused by the author to study pre-requisites for life exis-tence on free-floating planets.The tables are equally useful in all cases when radiationis transferred through dense layers consisting of the gasesconsidered in this paper.
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